Print Shop

Vocabulary:
Font- a complete set of printing in one style
Headline- title of a newspaper article
Inking Plate- part of printer on which ink is spread
Linotype- a printing press in which words are printing by line instead of letter
Point- a unit of type size equal to about 1/72 of an inch
Press- a device on which media is printed
Type set- to put written material into type

Writing Topic:
Would you have been detailed enough to be a printer in Victorian times?

Try Printing Yourself:
Remember to draw your image backwards!

Specific Standards:
VA:Re7.1.3: Speculate about processes an artist uses to create a work of art.
VA:Cn11.1.3: Recognize that responses to art change depending on knowledge of the time and place in which it was made.
SS.H.1.3: Create and use a chronological sequence of events
SS.H.2.3: Describe how significant people, events, and developments have shaped their own community and region
SS.H.3.3: Identify artifacts and documents as either primary or secondary sources of historical data from which historical accounts are constructed.